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Entrada Energy Corporation ("Entrada") and Hewitt Operating Inc. (o'Hewitt") (together,

"Respondent"), by and through its undersigned attorneys, and pursuant to Utah Administrative

Code Rule R64l-109-100, respectfully responds and objects to the Proposed Findings of Fact,

Conclusions of Law and Order submitted by the Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining

("DOGM") on January 23,2018 ("Proposed Order"). Respondent requests that the Utah Board

of Oil, Gas and Mining ("Board") amend and modify the Proposed Order to clarify the

conclusions of law upon which the order is based, and the findings of facts in support thereof.

The Respondent's objections are as follows:



BACKGROUND and GENERAL OBJECTION

Entrada is the Operator of the Well and has conducted continuous operations since the

Division approved the first of three Applications for Permit to Drill ("APD") in 2009. By its

Notice of Agency Action dated July 10, 2017 ("NOAA"), and in subsequent pleadings and

throughout the hearings, the Division claimed that Respondent was in violation of Rules

governing shut-in wells. Specifically, the relief requested by the Division was that the Board

find that the Liberty #1 'Well ("Well") violated Utah Administrative Code Rule R649-3-36 by

remaining shut-in beyond the time permitted by the Rules. In its October !6, 2017

Memorandum in Response to the Board's Request for Pre-Hearing Filings ("Division's Pre-

Hearing Filing"), the Division persisted in its contention that Respondent had violated Rule

R649-3-36 due to five years of nonactivity or nonproductivity. The Division made this claim at

both hearings despite undisputed evidence that the Respondent had applied for and received

approval of several APDs, and Sundry Notices from 2010 through 2017. The evidence

established that the most recent approval had been given in 2017 when the Respondent

completed the Well. As of the date of this pleading, the Well casing on the Well was completed

less than twelve months ago.

The Division's argument and request for relief did not change from its initial NOAA.

Nevertheless, in the Proposed Order, the Division focuses the Findings of Fact on Notices of

Violation, and overstates the Board's findings to include that the "violations show that

fRespondent] has generally failed to maintain a field presence at the site and, as a result,

conditions that violate the pollution and surface damage control Rules have occurred and are

likely to occur in the future." The Proposed Order mischaracterizes the Board's findings from

the hearings and overstates the conclusions of law
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In the last paragraph on Page 2,there are three references to dates in2016 that should be

revised to reflect that the events occurred in 2017 The first correction should be that the

Division filed its NOAA on July 10,2017, and the second correction is that the Respondent

responded on September 12,2017. The third correction should be made where the Proposed

Order states, "[t]he Board granted the Division's request and ordered that Hewitt file a written

response by September 19, 2016." The Proposed Order should be revised as follows: "The

Board ordered that the Respondent file a written request by September 21,2017, and on that date

the Respondent filed a response requesting that the Board deny the relief sought by the NOAA."

In the first paragraph on Page 3, two additional revisions should be made to the date: The

first sentence of the first paragraph should be revised as, o'At the Hearing on September 27,

20171;1" and fourth sentence in the first paragraph should be revised as, "To that end, on October

3,2017, the Board issued a Notice of Request for Pre-Hearing Filings."

Respondent's further specific objections are divided into findings of fact, conclusions of

law and order, and identiS the paragraph in the Proposed Order to which Respondent objects.

F'INDINGS OF FACT

1. The Division's statement in Paragraph 3 that the Well is located 'Just outside the

town of Nephi, Utah, and immediately adjacent to a drainage that runs downhill and toward

Nephi" goes beyond the minute entry and lacks evidentiary support sufficient to support its

inclusion as a finding of fact. Conflicting and inconclusive statements were made regarding the

proximity of the 'Well to the town of Nephi and to the drainage in question. Statements made

regarding the precise location of the drainage and whether it ever functioned as a drainage such

that water accumulated in it were not offered by any witness with actual knowledge of that fact;

and in any event, no witness or evidence was offered to establish that there was any connection
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between the drainage, the town of Nephi and the Well. Thus, the Board did not make any

finding regarding the relevance or location of the drainage or the proximity of the Well to it or to

the city of Nephi, and there is no basis for inclusion of either matter in the Findings of Fact. The

location of the Well is established by the APD, among many other documents and reports

contained in the Well File maintained by DOGM. As such, the Respondent respectfully requests

that the quoted portion of Paragraph 3 be deleted.

2. Paragraph 5 of the Proposed Order includes only a partial description of

operations on the side-tracks and mischaracterizes the status of the side-tracks and the Well. By

a combination of overstatement and omission, the statements malign Respondent's reputation by

implying that the Division established wrongdoing by the operator that resulted in ongoing

regulatory violations. The testimony and evidence adduced at the hearings established without

question that all violations had been remediated to the satisfaction and approval of the Division.

The evidence at the hearings established that for each side-track, Respondent submitted a

new APD, drilled after the Division approved each APD, and plugged back each side-track to the

satisfaction of the Division. In addition, although Paragraph 5 conectly states that "the last side-

track is open and unpluggedf,]" it fails to include the fact that evidence established that the most

recent side-track was completed in March 2017, Thus, the evidence and testimony established

that the casing and tubing for the Well were less than twelve months old at the time the Division

commenced the current proceedings, and the Division did not present any evidence that there

were questions about the mechanical integrity of the Well. Failure to include these aspects of the

operations and status of the side-tracks and Well omits facts that were established during the

proceedings that are not in the Division's favor, unfairly prejudicing the Respondent.
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Based on the foregoing, Respondent respectfully requests that the last sentence in

Paragraph 5 be revised as follows: "Thus, four side-tracks have been drilled, three of which have

been plugged back to the Division's satisfaction and approval. The Division approved the

completion of the casing and tubing for the fourth side-track for the Wetl in March of 2017."

3. The finding in Paragraph 6 goes beyond the minute entry. The term "Winn

Family" appears to have been used by Clinton Winn ("Mr. Winn") to identify certain individuals

in his sworn affidavit dated October 9,2017, submitted to the Board on October 13,2017.

However, there is no evidence indicating that any member of the V/inn Family participated in the

hearings; and neither they nor Mr. Winn appeared at the hearings or submitted to cross

examination.

The record reflects that by letter dated August 9,2017, Mitchell S. Maio ("Mr. Maio"),

attorney for J. David Gowdy ("Mr. Gowdy'l), provided various information and made claims

regarding an assortment of issues purportedly affecting the V/ell and Respondent's operations

thereon. Mr. Maio's letter includes pleadings from litigation in district court conceming a

business dispute in which Mr. Winn and Mr. Gowdy appeff to be aligned against the

Respondent. Nevertheless, the Board did not address Mr. Maio's letter, Mr. Gowdy's state court

litigation, or the connection between those proceedings and the hearings in the present case.

Furthermore, Mr. Gowdy did not present evidence or testimony at the hearings, or present

himself for cross examination, The Division did not adopt any of the statements in Mr. Vy'inn's

afhdavit and did not provide any evidence or testimony related to the pleadings submitted by Mr.

Gowdy or his attomey. As such, there is insufficient evidence to support Paragraph 6 as a

Finding of Fact upon which the Board's decision was based.
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4, Paragraphs 7 through 10 are arguments regarding the remediated NOVs of record,

and the statements in these paragraphs fail to include the fact that all NOVs were remediated to

the satisfaction and approval of the Division. Respondent repeats its objection to Paragraph 5

regarding the effect of these mischaracterizations and omissions in maligning Respondent's

reputation resulting in unfair prejudice.

5. Paragraphs 16 through 18 go beyond the minute entry and should be revised in

conformance with the same.

6, Paragraph 19 is argument regarding testimony at the hearings; and the statement,

'oThese violations show that [Respondent] has generally failed to maintain a fîeld presence at the

site and, as a result, conditions that violate the pollution and surface damage control Rules have

occurred and are likely to occur in the future[,]" goes beyond the minute entry. The Board did

not reach this conclusion on the record and it should be deleted.

CONCLUSIONS OF'LAW

7. Paragraph 27 is argument regarding statements included in the Division's

pleadings, and inasmuch as the Board did not adopt the Division's interpretation of the Rule, it is

unsupported by evidence. The Board did not conclude in its minute entry or elsewhere that the

statement that the ooDivision's practice to apply the term 'non-activity' to injectionf] wells, and

non-productivity for wells intended to produce is a reasonable application of the language of the

Rule."

8. There is no basis in law or fact or any indication that the Board reached the

conclusions in the minute entry to support the Division's interpretation of the Rules as stated in

Paragraphs 28 through 32. The Division does not cite any authority for the legal conclusions

drawn in those paragraphs, and the conclusions are beyond the minute entry.
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9, The facts do not support the conclusion reached in Paragraph 34 that

"fRespondent] failed to otake all reasonable precautions' to avoid causing pollution to

surrounding areas, and failed to 'carry on all operations and maintain the property at all times in

a safe and workmanlike manner having due regard for the preservation and conservation of the

property[.]" Instead, the facts establish that the Respondent complied with all requirements to

remediate any issues identified by any NOV, and that all such issues had been addressed to the

satisfaction and approval of the Division. The Board made no such findings regarding the

Respondent's efforts to operate in a safe and workmanlike manner or to have due regard for the

preservation and conservation of the property. In fact, the evidence discloses that the

Respondent did operate in a workmanlike marìner and responded to environmental concerns by

conducting remediation if necessary, and always in conformance with the Division's

requirements.

10. Paragraph 35 is argument based on testimony presented and the Board did not

make findings that support the statement, 'oThe Board agrees with the Division that [Respondent]

failed to present good cause to allow the well to continue to be shut-in or to allow continued

efforts to produce from the well." Similarly, there is no factual basis for the Division's

conclusion that "[Respondent's] witness testimony was not persuasive because it consisted only

of projections based on speculation that the Board concludes is not sufflrcient to provide good

cause for not plugging the well." The Board made no such finding.

ll. Paragraph 36 goes beyond the minute entry and states findings that the Board did

not make.

12. Paragraph 38 includes unreasonable requirements that are not based on any

findings made by the Board or conclusions supported by law and go beyond the minute entry. In
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particular, Paragraph 38b states that "Plugging and site restoration must be completed within 60

calendar days of this Order. No extensions of this timeframe will be granted." The Board did

not make this finding, and there is no evidence to support whether the time frame of 60 days is

reasonable. Similarly, Paragraph 38d indicates that'oHewitt is not permitted to conduct any work

or testing of any kind other than plugging and site restoration as outlined by an approved Sundry

Notice[.]" The Board did not make this finding and and the Division is overstating the scope of

the minute entry.

Respectfully submitted thi, Mor ff.fulørU-l , 2018

RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER

Kelly
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I hereby certify that on February $Urott, I caused a true and correct copy of the

foregoing Respondent's Objections to Divisionns Proposed Findings of F'act, Conclusions of

Law and Order to Plug and Reclaim the Liberty #1 Well to be served VIA EMAIL to the

following:

Michael S. Johnson
Assistant Attorney General
Utah Board of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
mi chaelj ohnson@agutah. gov

Mitchell Maio
Attorney for David Gowdy
808 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102
mitch.maio@learlaw. com

RLI Insurance Company
c/o Jason Kilpatrick
2925 Richmond Avenue, Suite 1600
Houston, Texas 77098
Jason.Kilpatrick@rlicorp. com

Meg Osswald
mosswald@agutah.gov
Steven F. Alder
steveal der@agutah. gov
Assistant Attorneys General
Utah Division of Oil, Gas and Mining
1594 West North Temple, Suite 300
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

Beatrice Winn, Trustee,
Samuel G. Winn and Stephen R. Winn
c/o Jared Winn
P.O. Box 304
Nephi, Utah 84648
j wdirt@centurylink.net

VIA EMAIL:

David Gowdy
jdgowdy@gmail.com

c.-
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